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Air ROTC Has Annniversary, Adds Flight Training Class

By WILLIAM D. THAYER

The University of South Carolina celebrated the third year anniversary of the Air ROTC unit at the university, in the afternoon of February 26th, by adding a flight training class to their usual program of instruction.

An intensional guest speaker, a pilot, who is also a member of the Air Force Reserve Command, was invited to speak briefly on the subject of aviation and its relation to flight training.

"The idea of today is to give you an introduction to the world of aviation," he said. "I'm glad to be here to share some of my experiences with you."

After his talk, the students were divided into groups of four, each group being assigned a flight instructor for advanced training at Fort Jackson.

Cardwell Names Field Secretary For University

His Frances Cardwell of Columbia has been appointed field secretary of the University of South Carolina, President Smith has announced.

A former student of the University of South Carolina and graduate of the University of New Orleans, she was appointed as a field assistant from graduate students.

"I'm a great believer in education," she said, "and I believe that it is the responsibility of every university to provide the best possible opportunities for its students."